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Stall and Surge in Wet
Compression: Test Rig
Development and Experimental
Results21

22 Wet compression is a strategy adopted to increase the power output of gas turbines, with
respect to dry conditions, usually also incrementing the operating range of the compres-
sor. However, stall and surge are two aerodynamic instabilities which depend on many
factors, and they are expected to occur even in wet compression at low flow rates. Despite
the many studies carried out in the last 80 years, literature does not offer many works
concerning these instability phenomena in wet compression. In this paper, an experimen-
tal analysis of stall and surge in wet compression conditions is carried out on an axial-
centrifugal compressor installed in an existing test rig at the Engineering Department of
the University of Ferrara. The intake duct was implemented with a water injection system
(WIS) which allows the uniform mixing of air and water before the compressor inlet. The
control and data acquisition system of the test bench was updated with new hardware
and software to obtain faster data sampling. Transient and steady-state tests were carried
out to make a comparison with the experimental results in dry conditions. The analysis
was carried out using traditional thermodynamic sensors, by means of both classic post-
processing techniques and cyclostationary analysis. The aim is to (i) evaluate the influ-
ence of wet compression on the stable performance of the compressor, (ii) qualitatively
identify the characteristics of stall and surge in wet compression, and (iii) demonstrate
the reliability of cyclostationary analysis in wet compression conditions for stall and
surge analysis. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4042474]

23 Introduction

24 Currently, wet compression and inlet fogging represent
25 approaches which are becoming more popular for the enhance-
26 ment of turbomachinery performance [1–3].
27 The most important advantage of these methodologies is the
28 increase in the power output of gas turbines, due to the reduction
29 in the compressor inlet temperature, which is crucial for increas-
30 ing the mass flow rate, due to evaporative cooling, and thus the
31 energy produced by the machine operation (this advantage is also
32 due to the lower compressor work required) [4–7].
33 Another important aspect to be considered is the reduction in
34 pollutant emissions of gas turbines due to the decrease in the inlet
35 and combustor temperature [8], which nowadays is becoming a
36 relevant factor in industry. Obviously, the injection of water leads
37 to greater benefits in hot seasons and in hot environments. In those
38 circumstances, this approach can help to fulfill seasonal peaks of
39 energy demands [9] but also sudden increases in electric demand
40 [10].
41 Together with the known paybacks, inlet fogging and wet com-
42 pression are accompanied by strong drawbacks, especially in the
43 long term [11]. In fact, although many gas turbines use water
44 injection (with droplets or fogged water) as “normal” operating
45 conditions, this technique should not be employed for long peri-
46 ods but only for short periods of time. If this does not occur, the
47 risk is blade erosion in the first stages of the compressor due to
48 the continuous impact of water droplets (sometimes their forma-
49 tion can occur with inlet fogging also due to the malfunctioning of
50 atomizers). However, there are still few available data in literature
51 for the correct estimation of undesirable long-term consequences
52 and their correlation with blade materials and coatings.
53 Another debated aspect is the reduction in the surge margin
54 caused by wet compression technology [11,12]: this phenomenon

55is undoubtedly caused by erosion (see above) over the long-term
56period [6] but seems to be accentuated by the reduction in temper-
57ature along the stages, which is also the reason for the reduction
58in the flow coefficient and increase in the pressure ratio at the last
59compressor stages [13,14]. The stability limit and the behavior
60during instability with water injection are thus a relevant topic.
61Based on literature, some authors believe that the compressor
62curve shape has a significant impact on the limit value of the
63amount of water that can be injected in order to avoid surge [13].
64Obviously, this is also related to the change in aerodynamics of
65the compressor, and thus the velocity triangles, with wet compres-
66sion, or with inlet fogging.
67Unfortunately, as mentioned previously, due to the fairly recent
68development of wet compression and inlet fogging, the issue of
69compressor instability conditions is not comprehensively under-
70stood and univocally interpreted. In fact, Day et al. [15] who stud-
71ied the unstable behavior of an axial flow compressor with water
72ingestion, observed premature stall, which occurred in most of the
73tests. Similarly, Roumeliotis and Mathioudakis [16] reported a
74reduction in the stall margin and surge line due to water injection.
75These works are in contrast with what was found by Minghong
76and Qun [17] and Qun and Minghong [18] who presented data
77showing the stabilizing effect of wet compression on both rotating
78stall and surge. Their idea is supported by Gr€oner and Bakken
79[19] who analyzed the stability limit of a centrifugal compressor
80reporting a delay of instability onset thanks to the presence of
81liquid.
82It appears clear that the contrasting results readily available
83suggest that the unstable behavior of compressors with wet com-
84pression technology still needs to be investigated further, mainly
85because it may lead to the need for new evaluations and imple-
86mentations in antisurge and control systems.
87In particular, with the exception of the references cited previ-
88ously and the work of Ferrara and Bakken [20], not many other
89data are available in literature regarding the stall and surge phe-
90nomena with water injection. In this context, this paper aims to
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91 improve the knowledge of stall and surge phenomena mechanisms
92 with wet compression, by presenting significant experimental data
93 obtained from a test rig installed at the University of Ferrara.
94 This facility replaces the old one—a preliminary test rig pre-
95 sented in Ref. [21]—and is dedicated to the study of unstable
96 behavior of an axial centrifugal compressor in dry (see Ref. [22])
97 and wet compression conditions.
98 With respect to the last work, some additional implementations
99 were added: an improved data acquisition and control system, an

100 additional plexiglass pipe for flow visualization at the compressor
101 intake, and a new configuration of the inlet duct for the use of the
102 water injection system (WIS).
103 This paper represents an important contribution to literature by
104 describing the characteristics of a new robust test rig for the study
105 of wet compression in stable and unstable conditions, and by pre-
106 senting data which highlight the stability limit, together with the
107 stall and surge behavior of the compressor tested, at different rota-
108 tional speeds. In addition, this work highlights the potential and
109 reliability of cyclostationary analysis (used by the authors of this
110 paper for the first time in Ref. [23]), applied to miniaturized pres-
111 sure transducers, for detecting stall and surge in both dry and wet
112 conditions. This is an important result since it confirms that this
113 new technique could be suitable for compressor stall and surge
114 analysis.

115 Test Facility

116 The experimental facility is located at the Engineering Depart-
117 ment Laboratory of the University of Ferrara. The test rig was
118 exhaustively depicted in Refs. [22] and [23] but for this work,
119 some significant implementations were performed in order to
120 make the system suitable for water injection and to record data by
121 a new hardware/software system.
122 The compressor tested, which is driven by an 87 kW asynchro-
123 nous electric motor by means of a variable frequency drive, is the
124 axial-centrifugal compressor of the Allison 250-C18 turboshaft
125 engine. In this compressor, six axial stages are preceded by an
126 inlet guide vane, and they are followed by a radial stage with a
127 vaned diffuser. After the radial stage, the flow path continues with
128 two semivolutes and respective circular conduits. The diameter of
129 these outlet sections is 0.056 m whereas the intake diameter of the
130 compressor is 0.104 m. The nominal characteristics of the com-
131 pressor, and the range of operating conditions during tests, are
132 reported in Table 1.
133 In this section, the main features of the test rig are presented
134 and new implementations to the test bench are described in detail.

135 Compressor Piping System. The piping system was modified
136 by changing the configuration of the inlet duct to allow water
137 injection. In particular, the new configuration consists of an inlet
138 duct which can be divided into three significant parts. The first
139 part consists of a 1 m length 290 mm internal diameter plexiglass
140 pipe, called “wet chamber,” which contains four spray injectors—
141 the water system will be described in the next subsection.AQ5 This
142 pipe is connected to a steel pipe (110 mm internal diameter and
143 1.5 m length) which precedes an orifice plate. The orifice plate is
144 no longer installed as an edge orifice plate as in Ref. [22]; it has
145 now two annular chambers for differential pressure measurement
146 and is preceded by another steel pipe (110 mm internal diameter
147 and 1.5 m length).

148At the compressor intake, a short plexiglass pipe was installed
149for flow visualization. This implementation was necessary in order
150to verify the presence and properties of water droplets reaching
151the compressor intake and to identify the type of flow pattern [24].
152Figure 1 shows the short duct for flow visualization (Fig. 1(b))
153and the overall inlet pipe described previously (Fig. 1(a)).
154Downstream the compressor the flow path consists of a con-
155veyor, an electric valve, valve 1, and an outlet duct which lead to
156a plenum of 1.5 m3. Finally, the piping system ends with an outlet
157duct and another electric valve, valve 2.
158The piping system is built so that two different layouts, layouts
159#1 and #2, can be obtained (see Fig. 3) depending on the type of
160tests to be carried out. Layout #1 is more suitable for steady-state
161map determination (even beyond the typical surge line, due to the
162small downstream volume) and stall analysis—in other words it is
163suitable for static instability analysis. On the other hand, layout #2
164is most suitable for surge analysis (and stall evolution before
165surge)—in other words, it is suitable for dynamic instability anal-
166ysis. Depending on the chosen configuration, valve 1 (in layout
167#1) or valve 2 (in layout #2) is used to regulate the mass flow rate.

168Water Injection System. The WIS is connected to the depart-
169ment water system. When the WIS is turned on, the water passes
170through a demineralized water production system (DWPS), which
171consists of two vessels working in parallel and containing mixed
172bed exchange resins. The demineralized water is then accumu-
173lated in a tank (50 dm3—sufficient to guarantee water injection for
1741 h) which is directly connected to a volumetric pump and pres-
175sure control valve so that the demineralized water is pumped at
176about 50 bar toward the four injectors. Each of these injectors
177(hollow cone atomizer type) sprays demineralized water at a nom-
178inal pressure of 50 bar with a mass flow rate of 10.81 kg/h. A
179detailed description of these injectors and their characterization is
180summarized below. In Fig. 2, the DWPS and the injectors are
181shown with their respective manual valves. At the inlet section of
182each atomizer, there is a filter with 400 meshes, whereas the outlet
183section the injector has a cone shape for increasing the nebulizing
184effect on the water. Table 2 illustrates the main characteristics of
185the injectors used in this work.

186Measurement Positions. In the test rig, both thermodynamic
187and vibroacoustic sensors are installed but this work focuses only
188on thermodynamic sensors (vibroacoustic equipment will not be
189discussed here). Figure 3 illustrates the thermodynamic sensors
190located along the circuit, i.e., pressure transducers, thermocouples
191and mass flow rate meters. The thermodynamic sensors used in
192this work are the same used in Ref. [22] (see Figs. 3 and 4). Ther-
193mocouples (J type and K type) were used, together with pressure
194transducers (membrane type) to study stable and unstable per-
195formance of the compressor. Moreover, two miniaturized fast
196respond transducers are positioned in the proximity of the com-
197pressor inlet since based on previous experimental analyses and
198theoretical reasoning, stall cells are undoubtedly generated at the
199first compressor stage.
200This is due to the low compressor rotational speed during tests
201and the removal of the bleed valve [22,23].
202The mass flow rate was measured by means of an orifice plate,
203at the compressor inlet, and by means of a hot wire sensor posi-
204tioned downstream the plenum. Only one additional thermocouple
205was installed at the end of the plexiglass pipe for water injection
206(wet chamber) to measure the static temperature of the gas—the
207thermocouple was positioned so that water droplets could not
208reach it, determining significant errors due to evaporation
209phenomena.
210Moreover, a tank in which the water is collected was positioned
211on a scale to determine the amount of residual water in the pipes.
212This operation was carried out by means of calibration of the
213injection system (see section Methodology) so as to estimate the

Table 1 Compressor operating characteristics

Nominal conditions Rotational speed 51,600 rpm
Mass flow rate 1.36 kg/s
Pressure ratio 6.2

Operating conditions (dry)
in the test rig

Rotational speed 8000–25,000 rpm
Mass flow rate 0.15–0.57 kg/s
Pressure ratio 1.02–1.78
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214 water mass flow rate actually ingested by the compressor through-
215 out the test, which is necessary to obtain the performance maps.

216 Control and Acquisition System. Measurement signals are
217 acquired by a renewed data acquisition system. New hardware
218 components were installed to substitute the previous configura-
219 tion. In the past, two or more acquisition units were used and man-
220 aged by the same homemade software developed in LabVIEW

VR

,
221 in order to acquire and collect high frequency and low frequency
222 data in parallel. However, this configuration caused the increase
223 in process load of the control PC and did not ensure accurate
224 simultaneous acquisition of the data. This issue was solved in this
225 work by integrating a NI cDaq 9188 XT (equipped with 8 slots) in
226 replacement of NI cDaq 9174 and SCXI 1000 previously config-
227 ured. This solution implied a reduction to the maximum number

228of sensors implemented but also significantly lower electric and
229electromagnetic noise, which can severely affect the results of
230accelerometers and Kulite transducers, thanks to the particular
231cabling strategy used. Table 3 shows the different acquisition
232modules used and the related signals acquired. Obviously, the
233new hardware configuration also implied a significant simplifica-
234tion to the developed control and acquisition software.

235Methodology

236The methodology used in this work is the same described in
237Ref. [23]; thus in this section, it is only briefly summarized. Tran-
238sient and steady-state tests were carried out in layout #2 at differ-
239ent rotational speeds.
240Steady-state tests were carried out by applying a step-by-step
241closure of the control valve; the steps were 10 deg, far from the

Fig. 1 Inlet duct of the test rig: intake (a); compressor inlet (b)

Fig. 2 WIS: DWPS (a); hollow cone spray injectors and manual valves (b)
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242 surge line, and 5 deg in proximity to the expected instability onset.
243 Data were acquired after waiting about 20–40 s for the stabiliza-
244 tion of the compressor regime and signals.
245 Transient tests were carried out by imposing the continuous
246 closing of the control valve until deep instability began. Due to
247 the electric actuator characteristic, the valve closure rate was

2481.5 deg/s. After the complete development of the instability phe-
249nomenon, the valve was dynamically reopened to restore stable
250conditions.
251All the tests mentioned previously were conducted in dry condi-
252tions first and subsequently in wet conditions. Table 4 illustrates
253the tests carried out. Only the test results obtained in layout #2 are

Table 2 Characteristics of a single injector

Type of flow out of the nozzle Swirl jet - water takes a helical path
Type of spray Spray cone—the spray angle is about 80 deg. The water is discharged with an axisymmetric cone shape
Materials Elastomeric (main body); ceramic (nebulizing area)—this allows (i) compatibility with demineralized

water, (ii) low weight, and (iii) long operating life
Installation Threaded 1=4 “NPT—this allows easy installation or replacement
Nominal operating pressure 50 bar—the pressure is regulated by a control valve downstream the volumetric pump. Injectors

demonstrated optimum behavior starting from 7 bar—future works could involve different operating pressure
Mass flow rate at 50 bar 10.81 kg/s—Regulated by the volumetric pump. This mass flow rate could vary in the future
Droplets Sauter mean diameter (SMD) 16–34 lm (Manufacturer data)—The value can vary depending on the measurement method

Fig. 4 Instrumentation installed around the compressor

Fig. 3 Sketch of the test rig, layouts #1 and #2 (lateral view), with the installed measurement
transducers
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254 presented in this paper, since that particular configuration of the
255 test rig allows the identification of both rotating stall and deep
256 surge.
257 The compressor performance in wet conditions was character-
258 ized by the evaluation of the actual mass flow of water injected.
259 Therefore, before the experimental tests, the injection system was
260 calibrated in order to find out the amount of water ingested by the
261 compressor as a function of the air volume flow rate.
262 The calibration parameter used, which is also shown in the
263 steady-state performance maps, is the water-to-air ratio (WAR)

WAR ¼ mwat;in;C

qin;C
(1)

264265 This coefficient gives an indication of the ratio between the mass
266 flow rate of water and the volumetric flow rate of air—it is a
267 parameter analogous to gas volume fraction or liquid volume frac-
268 tion. It is expressed in terms of kgwater/m

3
air, but the same quantity

269 can be expressed in terms of percentage concentration. The cali-
270 bration procedure consisted of running the compressor at different
271 velocities, and at each velocity, the water was injected for a cer-
272 tain amount of time (about 4 min)—the water ingested by the
273 compressor was calculated as the water flow sprayed by the injec-
274 tors, minus the drain water flow measured through the scale.
275 This calibration was performed only using two injectors and its
276 results are shown in Fig. 5.
277 According to Refs. [21] and [25–27], the corrected nondimen-
278 sional parameters are calculated as

N�C ¼
Nffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

c � R � T1

p �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c � R � T1ð Þref

p
Nref

(2)

l�C ¼
mC �

ffiffiffiffiffi
T1

p

p1

mC �
ffiffiffiffiffi
T1

p

p1

 !
ref

�

ffiffiffi
R

c

r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R

c

� �
ref

s (3)

279280where NC* and lC* are the corrected rotational speed and
281corrected mass flow rate, respectively. The reference
282conditions are the ambient ISO conditions, mref¼ 0.42 kg/s, and
283Nref¼ 20,000 rpm.
284An attempt was also made to calculate the efficiency of the
285compressor when operating in wet compression. However, this
286estimation was hard to accomplish due to the water droplets which
287affect the measure of stagnation temperature. The values of effi-
288ciency found were not reasonable; future investigation will focus
289on a strategy to calculate isentropic efficiency in wet compression.

290Accuracy. The evaluation of the uncertainty of results can be
291made based on preceding works carried out on the test rig with the
292same or comparable instrumentation to that presented in this
293paper. In dry conditions, the uncertainty analysis of the old ver-
294sion of the test rig (different system layout, limited acquisition
295and data analysis, and older sensors) was investigated in Ref. [28],
296and quite a large uncertainty of corrected mass flow rate and a
297lower value for compressor corrected rotational speed were found.
298However, these values only referred to the preliminary tests
299performed at that time.
300Today, the test methodology is certainly improved, more accu-
301rate and advanced instrumentation is used, and many components
302and important measurement sections were designed in order to
303minimize the measurement errors.
304Therefore, the results of Ref. [28] can only represent an upper
305limit for the current uncertainty of this new test rig data. The
306uncertainty of the corrected mass flow rate in this work is 61.9%.
307In wet compression conditions, measurements are more critical
308since they can be affected by the presence of water droplets; there-
309fore, some assumptions are necessary, and piping system design
310has to be considered, when evaluating compressor performance.
311Due to the length of the inlet duct, evaporation and sensible heat
312exchange between air and water cannot be neglected, likewise for
313humidity.

Table 3 Acquisition modules and sensors

Modules C Monitored sensors or controlled devices Sampling frequency (Hz)

NI 9207 16 differential Pressure sensors 50
NI 9213 32 Thermocouples 18
NI 9485 8 Inverter control 1000
NI 9269 4 Inverter and valve control 1000

Table 4 Experiments carried out and ambient conditions dur-
ing tests in layout #2

Corrected
rotational speed

Type of
test

pamb

(mbar)
RHamb

(%)
Tamb

(�C)

Dry 0.4 Steady-state 1006 31.3 21.1
Transient 1006 31.2 21.1

Wet 0.4 Steady-state 1007 31.8 20.6
Transient 1007 31.8 20.7

Dry 0.5 Steady-state 1004 30.0 21.3
Transient 1004 30.3 21.3

Wet 0.5 Steady-state 1003 29.8 22.1
Transient 1003 29.8 21.2

Dry 0.9 Steady-state 1004 30.1 20.6
Transient 1004 30.1 20.6

Wet 0.9 Steady-state 1003 29.8 21.2
Transient 1002 34.0 20.5

Dry 1.01 Steady-state 1006 31.2 21.2
Transient 1006 31.3 21.1

Wet 1.01 Steady-state 1006 32.9 20.8
Transient 1006 32.9 20.8

Dry 1.25 Steady-state 1003 30.6 21.0
Transient 1003 30.6 21.1

Wet 1.25 Steady-state 996 32.2 19.5
Transient 996 32.3 19.4

Fig. 5 Injection system calibration
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314 For this reason, the air at the compressor inlet is assumed to be
315 very humid (not necessarily fully saturated). In addition, experi-
316 mental observation of the flow pattern revealed the presence of
317 small droplets within the flow and coagulated droplets flowing
318 along the internal surface of the pipe. Thus, since the stagnation
319 temperature is significantly affected by the presence of water this
320 measure is not reliable during tests.
321 Also, static temperature is measured by means of an annular
322 ring to prevent the deposition of residual nonevaporated water
323 droplets. Regarding temperature measurements at the compressor
324 discharge, the air may be fully saturated or oversaturated; in the
325 first case, the stagnation temperature measurement is reliable,
326 whereas in the second case it is not. Thus, as for the inlet stagna-
327 tion temperature, the recorded values of outlet stagnation tempera-
328 ture cannot be considered reliable.
329 To prevent any potential error in thermodynamic performance
330 analyses, in this work the static pressure ratio is used. It is impor-
331 tant to highlight that the assumptions made for the determination
332 of performance maps of the compressor in wet conditions are
333 approximately 2.5% for the rotational speed, and 2.5% for the
334 mass flow rate (measured with a hotwire sensor positioned down-
335 stream the plenum, which acts as a phase separator).
336 Based on literature results [24], the error of the orifice plate in
337 calculating the gas volume flow rate when metering a wet gas
338 flow is in the range of 2.5% as well. This is due to the fact that
339 such a low amount of water can generate an under-reading within
340 2.5% but there is currently no correlation to correct this type of
341 measurement shift.

342 Results and Discussion

343 As shown in Table 4, many tests were carried out and in this
344 section all the results are presented. In particular, thermodynamic
345 analysis in steady-state and transient conditions was performed by
346 processing the experimental data obtained in layout #2.
347 The orifice plate results were shown to be consistent with the
348 hot wire sensor results in dry and wet conditions as well, although
349 a there was a slight under-reading within 1%. This reflects what
350 was found in literature for wet gas metering with low liquid con-
351 tent [24]. De facto, the measurement shift was noticed during a
352 calibration of the orifice plate data by comparing the results with
353 the hot-wire sensor response (data alignment using the hot wire
354 sensor as a sample device). Therefore, the results of the mass flow
355 rate at the compressor upstream and plenum downstream recorded
356 throughout steady-state and dynamic tests in wet and dry condi-
357 tions can be considered consistent with each other.

358 Steady-State Tests (Performance Analysis). Steady-state tests
359 were carried out in layout #2 at the following approximate actual
360 rotational speeds: 8000, 10,000, 18,000, 20,000 and 25,000 rpm.
361 Experiments were conducted in dry and wet conditions setting the
362 corrected rotational speed around these speeds.
363 Figures 6 and 7 illustrate, respectively, the overall characteristic
364 curve and the required driving torque to operate the compressor at
365 the rotational speeds tested. The data are reported for both dry and
366 wet conditions.
367 As can be seen, WAR is in the range 0.9–3.3% using two injec-
368 tors during experiments (obviously these values represent estima-
369 tions based on calibration data, Fig. 5). The performance curves
370 are evaluated by means of the static-to-static pressure ratio, b,
371 since stagnation measurements cannot be correctly calculated due
372 to the presence of water (this is comprehensively explained in
373 Ref. [21]). It can be noted from Fig. 6 that the injection of water
374 led to an increase in b, at each rotational speed tested, but this
375 increase was more evident at higher rotational speeds (NC*¼ 0.
376 90, NC*¼ 1. 01 and NC*¼ 1. 25). However, Fig. 7 shows that this
377 phenomenon is accompanied by the increase in torque,—in this
378 case the increase is more significant at higher rotational speeds,
379 NC*¼ 1. 01 and NC*¼ 1. 25)—which potentially means an
380 increase in power consumption for running the compressor.

381Steady-state tests revealed that in wet compression conditions
382surge occurred with a very similar closing angle value, compared
383to dry conditions. The flow rate values in the curves of Figs. 6
384and 7 represent average values. Since near surge the mass flow
385rate is more susceptible to variations in both dry and wet condi-
386tions, it is difficult to accurately note an extension or reduction in
387the operating range of the compressor near surge at each speed
388tested.
389It is a speculation that wet conditions generate a slight exten-
390sion of the operating range but further investigations are required
391by testing the compressor at different WAR values.

392Transient Behavior. These types of tests were carried out to
393detect stall and surge from the measurement data—also in this
394section a comparison between dry and wet conditions is
395presented.
396The response of the thermodynamic sensors was collected
397throughout all the tests while valve 2 was dynamically closed
398from fully open until surge occurred. This allowed both surge
399characteristics and rotating stall evolution, and the difference
400between dry and wet tests, to be identified as shown in the next
401subsections. AQ6

402Surge Analysis. This subsection presents data at NC*¼ 0.90 but
403analogous behavior was also found at the other tested rotational
404speeds. The valve closure was stopped at surge onset to let insta-
405bility develop for a certain amount of time (for instability
406characterization).
407Figures 8 and 9 show the main recorded thermodynamic quanti-
408ties throughout the tests in dry and wet conditions, respectively.

Fig. 6 Steady-state compressor map: static-to-static pressure
ratio

Fig. 7 Steady-state results: required driving torque
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409 By looking at the pressure and mass flow rate trends of Fig. 8,
410 surge can be clearly identified by the strong fluctuations of data
411 (p1, p2, m1, m3) due to surge pulsations. Deep surge began at
412 a¼ 31% but the compressor recovered from instability at a¼ 39%
413 when the valve was reopened. This confirms the hysteresis phe-
414 nomenon found in Ref. [22]. An important thing to note is that m3

415 presented low amplitude oscillations (with respect to m1) during
416 surge; this was due to the damping effect of the plenum on its
417 downstream pipe.
418 The same test was carried out in wet conditions and the results
419 are presented in Fig. 9 (with two water injectors activated). It
420 appears clear that surge occurred at a percentage closing angle
421 a¼ 30%, thus valve closure was stopped.
422 It can be seen that, as previously mentioned, the mass flow rate
423 measured by the orifice plate was not significantly influenced by
424 the effect of water injection. Some differences between m1 and
425 m3, are evident throughout the dynamic closure and reopening of
426 the valve—this is due to different transient phenomena occurring
427 at compressor upstream and plenum downstream during the mass
428 flow reduction. For this reason, the orifice plate provided different
429 results from the hot-wire sensor (which is not affected by the pres-
430 ence of water due to its location in the test rig).
431 A last important aspect to underline by comparing Figs. 8 and 9
432 is the smaller hysteresis effect (although the difference is not sig-
433 nificant) which can be noted in wet compression. With water
434 injection, surge occurred at a¼ 30% and was recovered only at
435 a¼ 36% compared to dry conditions. This could be relevant in
436 terms of potential damage to the compressor and its components
437 and might indicates that “wet surge” seems to be as recoverable as
438 “dry surge,” if a low amount of water is injected.
439 However, to better analyze the effect of wet compression on
440 pressure fluctuation during surge the data presented in Figs. 8
441 and 9 were compared.
442 Figure 10 illustrates a comparison between pressure oscillations
443 in dry surge and wet surge. Surge pulsations in terms of outlet
444 pressure, p2, are comparable but slightly increased from dry
445 (Dp2,max,dry� 0.13 bar) to wet conditions (Dp2,max,wet� 0.14 bar).
446 Similar considerations can be made for p1., as shown in Fig. 10.
447 The action of the water injection also caused a slight positive shift
448 in the p2 and p1 values of about 0.02 bar from dry to wet, and the
449 decrease in surge frequency (from� 0.43 to� 0.41 Hz) as shown
450 in Fig. 10.
451 The differences from wet surge and dry surge which have been
452 revealed in this section might sound irrelevant but considering the
453 very low amount of water, it might imply that higher quantities of
454 water further increase the severity of wet surge [29–31] and also
455 the compressor piping system behavior in case of emergency shut-
456 down events [32].

457 Rotating Stall Analysis. Rotating stall was studied by means of
458 two piezoresistive pressure transducers (kulites) since their

459position allows the observation of stall cells at the first stage of
460the compressor.
461Since stall and surge were proven to be cyclostationary phe-
462nomena, as also demonstrated in Ref. [23], a cyclostationary anal-
463ysis has been carried out on the kulite signals (Figs. 11 and 12).
464Figure 11 shows the results of one kulite (the other one showed
465very similar results), in dry and wet conditions at N�c ¼ 0.90,
466through two waterfall diagrams that report the sensor response
467throughout the transient test (dynamic closure of valve 2). The
468waterfall diagrams were obtained by means of cyclostationary
469analysis [23] which allows the cyclic frequencies k, which modu-
470late the signal, to be identified as a function of the percentage
471closing angle (in the case of a wall pressure transducer, a modula-
472tion can be caused by a rotating stall cell). The figure also shows
473the corresponding operating point of the compressor so as to cor-
474relate the surge onset to flow as well as valve positions.
475The waterfall of Fig. 11(a) shows that, from the beginning of
476the test, a rotating stall cell rotates at about k¼ 18 Hz. The fact
477that this rotating stall cell is present even with the valve com-
478pletely open was comprehensively explained in Refs. [22] and
479[23] and is due to the low rotational speed combined with the
480removal of the bleed valve from the compressor. This cell has a
481harmonic component, which may represent a second stall cell at
482the same stage; however, without additional sensors it is difficult
483to demonstrate this—therefore, this paper only refers to one cell.
484The rotating stall cell begins to move in frequency while the
485valve is closing, in particular the frequency increases toward
486surge. In transient conditions, this does not necessarily mean that
487the cell is increasing its speed. This effect could be due to the
488increase in size of the cell. This phenomenon continued until

Fig. 8 Dynamic test at N�c 5 0.9: thermodynamic data time
series—dry conditions

Fig. 9 Dynamic test at N�c 5 0.9: thermodynamic data time
series—wet conditions

Fig. 10 Dynamic test at N�c 5 0.9: comparison of pressure fluc-
tuation during surge in dry and wet conditions
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489 surge occurred, which is visible by the low cyclic frequency com-
490 ponent (surge frequency) which arises. As seen in preceding
491 experiments [22,23], during surge, stall cell cyclic frequency is
492 still present although with reduced amplitude and scattered fre-
493 quency value. This again confirms that at low rotational speeds,

494the instability of this compressor is characterized by both stall and
495surge which alternatively takes place during the surge process.
496Figure 11(b) shows the same tests in wet compression.
497Although the rotating stall cell seems to behave analogously to
498the dry conditions, there is a slight increase in perturbation

Fig. 11 Dynamic test at N�c 5 0.90—cyclostationary analysis, rotating stall cell: dry
conditions (a); wet conditions (b)
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499 amplitude (even if this is not apparent in the figure). Moreover, a
500 clear shift in frequency is shown, compared to the dry test
501 (Fig. 11(a)). In the case of wet compression (stall cells may be
502 called “wet stall cells”), the wet stall cell modulation frequency is

503about k¼ 24 Hz, which means that water injection affects the
504rotating stall cell characteristics. Also, the change in frequency
505while the valve is closing seems to have different features; in par-
506ticular, in wet compression this change appeared less significant.

Fig. 12 Dynamic test at N�c 5 0.50—cyclostationary analysis, rotating stall cell: dry
conditions (a); wet conditions (b)
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507 This can be explained by the water droplets ingested by the com-
508 pressor which probably affect the formation, velocity, and
509 increase in rotating stall cells.
510 This is a speculation based on the results and cannot be con-
511 firmed with high certainty since literature on this topic is insuffi-
512 cient. In order to give relevance to this theory, the same
513 comparison between wet and dry conditions with an analogous
514 test (transient test—layout #2) was carried out at a lower rota-
515 tional speed (N�c¼ 0.50), at which the compressor actually
516 ingested less water. This comparison is shown in Fig. 12.
517 In this case, the cyclic frequency of the stall cell in dry condi-
518 tions is k¼ 27 Hz (Fig. 12(a)) whereas in wet conditions it is
519 k¼ 28 Hz (Fig. 12(b)). Moreover, at this rotational speed (N�c¼
520 0.50), the change in the stall cell cyclic frequency during the clo-
521 sure of the valve in wet conditions is very similar to that observed
522 in dry tests. The results seem to confirm the theory that water
523 droplets affect the stall cell features and thus the stall cell internal
524 flow characteristics, resulting in different stall cell speeds and/or
525 sizes and affecting the formation process.
526 Based on these results, the more water ingested by the compres-
527 sor, the more different the stall cell characteristics are.
528 Obviously, this phenomenon is probably more evident at the
529 first compressor stage, where water has not evaporated and drop-
530 lets are (almost) always present and cause strong impacts on the
531 blades and thus on rotating stall cells.
532 More instrumentation is needed to investigate this topic in
533 detail, but this paper undoubtedly offers important preliminary
534 considerations and results.
535 A significant aspect to highlight is that the typical FFTAQ7 analysis,
536 applied to the two kulites, showed consistent results to those
537 obtained with cyclostationary analysis. This fact can be verified
538 by comparing the results of Figs. 12 and 13; carrier frequencies f
539 identified by FFT analysis reflect cyclic frequencies identified by
540 cyclostationary analysis. From this derives the fact that cyclosta-
541 tionary analysis is effectively a powerful instrument for stall and
542 surge analysis.

543 Limitations

544 The limitations of this study are closely related to the instru-
545 mentation used and thus to the impossibility of measuring impor-
546 tant thermodynamic quantities, useful to achieve a better
547 characterization of compressor performance in wet compression.
548 The two most important limitations are listed below.

549 Measurement of the Stagnation Temperature. This repre-
550 sents the most important limitation since without knowing this
551 quantity, the calculation of the isentropic efficiency, and total-to-
552 total pressure ratio is not possible. The outlet stagnation tempera-
553 ture can be correctly measured only if the water completely evap-
554 orates throughout the compressor, or if the flow pattern is such
555 that the hot junction of thermocouples is not wet by droplets.
556 Other two linked parameters are the droplet evaporation along the
557 compressor and the humidity at the compressor outlet. These
558 parameters would be complementary relevant information.

559 Droplet Characterization at the Compressor Inlet and Out-
560 let. The characterization of the droplet size at the injectors outlet
561 was carried out in Ref. [21] by means of a laser Doppler anemom-
562 eter. Unfortunately, that characterization is not useful in this work
563 due to the length of the inlet duct and to the presence of the orifice
564 plate. Therefore, it is difficult to predict what phenomena actually
565 occur at the compressor intake and how exactly water droplets can
566 affect wet stall cells. As mentioned in the section Compressor pip-
567 ing system, a new short plexiglass pipe was installed at the com-
568 pressor intake, so as to allow a detailed droplet characterization in
569 future works—the same strategy will be applied to the compressor
570 outlet section.
571 Another important limitation is the methodology used for cali-
572 brating the injection system and thus determines the exact amount

573of water ingested by the compressor throughout tests, especially
574dynamic tests.
575Moreover, only a small amount of water was sprayed (approxi-
576mately WAR< 3%), so a careful sensitivity analysis on the com-
577pressor performance with a higher level of water cannot be
578achieved.

579Conclusions

580This paper presents an experimental analysis to evaluate the
581performance of an axial centrifugal compressor installed at the
582Engineering Department of the University of Ferrara.
583The study focuses on both steady-state tests, for evaluating both
584compressor maps and the required driving torque, and transient
585tests, to analyze stall and surge phenomena.
586Data obtained in wet compression conditions were compared
587with those in dry conditions to highlight the effect of water injec-
588tion on compressor performance (stable and unstable regime).
589Steady-state tests revealed an increase in the static-to-static pres-
590sure ratio due to water injection—this phenomenon is more evi-
591dent at higher rotational speeds, at which the amount of water
592ingested by the compressor increased. This fact is accompanied by
593a slight increase in the driving torque required by the compressor,
594which implies an increase in power consumption compared to dry
595conditions—this phenomenon was more evident at higher speeds
596as well. This agrees with many published works and also confirms
597the mentioned phenomenon for the tested axial-centrifugal com-
598pressor. From data observations, it appears that wet conditions
599generate a slight extension of the operating range but further
600investigations are required with a higher quantity of water.
601Transient tests were carried out to determine the effect of
602injected water droplets on rotating stall and surge. Analysis of
603surge data showed that:

� Wet compression allows a very small delay in surge onset.
604Essentially, in wet conditions a slightly greater closure of the
605control valve (a¼ 30%) was necessary to cause surge onset,
606compared to dry conditions (a¼ 31%).

� The combined action of water injection and lower a caused a
607slight reduction in surge frequency from dry (�0.43 Hz) to
608wet conditions (�0.41 Hz) and an increase in discharge and
609suction pressure oscillation amplitudes.

� Wet surge caused a similar hysteresis effect (the compressor
610recovered from surge with about the same delay observed in
611dry conditions). This may be valid only for low quantities of
612water ingested. If a higher amount of water is injected, the
613results may change significantly.

614In addition, by means of two miniaturized pressure transducers
615located at the first compressor stage, an analysis of rotating stall in
616wet compression was also carried out, which is relevant because,
617to the knowledge of the authors, literature does not offer many
618works on this topic.
619Analysis of data on rotating stall showed that stall cells are
620influenced by the presence of water. In particular, their formation
621process, velocity, and growth are affected by water droplets. The
622more water ingested by the compressor, the more the rotating stall
623features change from dry to wet conditions.
624At N�c¼ 0.50, the stall cell frequency was only slightly higher
625in wet conditions, compared to dry conditions, whereas when the
626compressor rotational speed, and thus the ingested water, was
627increased, the difference in terms of frequency and change of fre-
628quency throughout the valve closure was more evident. The signal
629of the two miniaturized transducers was analyzed by means of
630cyclostationary analysis, and the results were confirmed by means
631of a typical FFT analysis applied to these sensors. This testifies
632that stall and surge can be seen as cyclostationary phenomena,
633which is a significant conclusion that supports previous investiga-
634tions of the authors of the paper.
635This paper presented significant data on stall and surge in wet
636compression, which is not easy to find in literature. Future activity
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637 will also be the analysis of the vibroacoustic data so as to make a
638 comparison with thermodynamic results, in dry and wet conditions.

Nomenclature639

640 c ¼ number of acquisition channels
641 f ¼ frequency

642L ¼ effective length
643m ¼ mass flow rate
644M ¼ torque
645N ¼ rotational speed
646N* ¼ corrected rotational speed
647p ¼ pressure

Fig. 13 Dynamic test at N�c 5 0.50—FFT analysis, rotating stall cell: dry condi-
tions (a); wet conditions (b)
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648 q ¼ volumetric flow rate
649 R ¼ gas constant
650 RH ¼ relative humidity
651 T ¼ temperature
652 WAR ¼ water-to-air ratio
653 a ¼ throttling valve position percentage
654 b ¼ pressure ratio
655 c ¼ ratio of the specific heats
656 Dp ¼ pressure variation
657 Dt ¼ time variation
658 k ¼ cyclic frequency
659 l* ¼ corrected mass flow rate
660 s ¼ gear ratio

661 Subscript and Superscript

662 amb ¼ ambient conditions
663 C ¼ compressor
664 cDAQ ¼ NI Compact DAQ
665 dry ¼ dry conditions
666 el ¼ electric quantity
667 in ¼ inlet
668 mot ¼ electric motor
669 max ¼ maximum
670 min ¼ minimum
671 p ¼ plenum
672 ref ¼ reference conditions
673 s5 ¼ section at fifth axial stage
674 wat ¼ water
675 wet ¼ wet compression condition
676 0 ¼ stagnation physical quantity
677 1,2,3 ¼ test rig sections and segments
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